Post Activation Potentiation in North American High School Football Players
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Abstract: Post activation potentiation (PAP) is an acute enhancement of muscular power production resulting from a high intensity potentiating exercise. Practical applications of the PAP phenomena as a warmup strategy are the focus of ongoing research. This study compared the effects of a dynamic and a PAP warm up strategy on speed and horizontal plane muscular power output. High School male football players (n = 16) participated in a repeated measures cross over design study consisting of 3 testing days. Day 1: one repetition maximum (1-RM) back squats were established. Day 2: half of the participants completed a dynamic warmup consisting of dynamic movements (ex. high knees, butt kickers, frog jumps, cherry pickers, lateral slide, karaoke, back pedal) while the other half of the participants performed a PAP warmup consisting of back squats culminating in a set of 4 repetitions at 85% of 1-RM. Following the warmups (4-minutes), the participants performed 3 trials of a weighted sled push 91 kilograms (200 pounds) over a 9.1 meter (10 yards) linear path. Following the sled pushes, the participants then performed three trials of 18.2 meter (20 yards) sprints. Day 3: participants crossed over with respect to the warmup procedures and again performed the three sled push and sprint trials. Dependent t-tests were used to compare the sled push and sprint times between warm up conditions. Both the 18.2 meter sprint (P < 0.01) and the 91 kilogram sled push (P < 0.01) showed a significant improvement when PAP was utilized as a warmup, rather than the dynamic warmup. Within the parameters of the study, it is concluded that PAP as a warm up strategy enhances sprint ability and horizontal plane muscular power output.
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1. Introduction

Post activation potentiation (PAP) is defined as an acute enhancement of muscle function following an intense muscle activity [1]. The proposed mechanisms leading to the PAP phenomena have been discussed in detail elsewhere [2]. The practical applications of PAP are of growing interest and continue to be explored [2], a practice recommended by Bishop’s [3] applied research model for the sport sciences.

Complex training (a form of PAP) has become popular in strength and conditioning programs for athletes. Complex training (CT) is implemented by coupling a heavy slower lift (excitation) prior to an explosive exercise or movement within a training session (e.g. a heavy back squat followed by a vertical jump). Sport teams have been interested in the prospect of using CT to accelerate improvements related to strength and conditioning programs and the potential for improving athletic performance. With that said, examining various CT coupling exercises focused more directly on improving athletic performance are of great interest in the sport community.

Sprint speed and acceleration are important athletic qualities, which are crucial in a number of team (rugby union, American football, soccer, hockey) and individual sports (sprinting, long jump, skating). The incorporation of sled training as part of strength and power training regimes is now common practice with...
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Various sports integrating its use for improvements in speed, which is well documented in the literature [4, 5].

In addition to speed, many sports require a participant to engage an opponent (or sport implement) and push forward in the horizontal plane. This includes football down linemen, wrestlers, mixed martial arts, rugby athletes, bobsledders, as well as certain Crossfit and strongman events. Sled training, where the athlete pushes a loaded sled in the horizontal plane, closely mimics the horizontal plane power requirements of the aforementioned sports by removing momentum and forcing the athlete to overcome inertia. Sled pushing in the horizontal plane, should be beneficial with respect to transferring muscular strength and power that was developed during traditional strength and conditioning protocols which include squats (back and front) and Olympic lift variations that occur primarily in the vertical plane with simultaneous bilateral leg engagement. Further, sled pushing aids in sport specific motor skill development within a horizontal plane due to total body engagement of the hands, arms, shoulder girdle, trunk, and lower extremity musculature during the push in a closed chain unilateral leg propulsion manner.

Given the training utility, sport specificity, and ease of use, the question arises as to if pairing the sled push with a potentiating (PAP) exercise could lead to an acute improvement to execute the sled push exercise.

Hence, the purpose of this study was to determine if a PAP warmup using a using a progression of back squats (BSQ) sets culminating in a near maximum BSQ is effective in improving sled push performance as opposed to using a dynamic warmup. This study also aimed to determine if the same BSQ PAP warmup strategy could also improve short distance sprint speed.

2. Methods

2.1 Participants

A convenience sample of High School male football players were recruited and later volunteered for the study \((n = 16)\). Permission to conduct the study was obtained through a University Institutional Review Board. Each participant and parent provided written consent prior to engaging in the study.

2.2 Procedures

There was three days of testing sessions. On Day 1, all of the participants established a 1-RM BSQ as previously described [6]. The participants used 5-7 progressively loaded sets (greater weight and lower repetitions) separated by 2-3 minutes until they failed the lift or could not maintain proper body mechanics. The 1-RM BSQ score was then used to calculate the load to be used during the PAP warmup session (85% of 1-RM). The participants were then randomly assigned into two groups.

On Day 2 of testing, half of the participants performed a dynamic warmup and the other half performed a PAP warmup. After the warmups (4-minutes), each group performed three trials of a weighted sled pushes (9.1 meters or 10 yards) followed by three trials of 18.2 meters (20 yards) sprints. Each trial was separated by 2-3 minutes.

The dynamic warmup strategy consisted of several exercises performed for a distance of 18.2 meters (9.1 meters to and from a marked line). The participants performed one warmup movement moving towards the marked line and switched to another movement on the way back. The movements were: high knees, butt kickers, frog jumps, cherry pickers, lateral slide, karaoke, back pedal, and finished up with a sprint (≈10 minutes).

The PAP warmup strategy consisted of the participants performing a progression of sets of BSQs with a 3-5 minute rest in-between each set. The weights were predetermined from the 1-RM BSQ recorded during the initial meeting. The warm-up progression was as follows (sets × repetitions × 1-RM load): \(1 \times 5 \times 40\%\); \(1 \times 5 \times 60\%\); \(1 \times 5 \times 70\%\); \(1 \times 4 \times 85\%\). The culminating set at 85% 1-RM was considered the potentiating exercise/event.

On Day 3 of testing, the participants crossed-over
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with respect to the warmup strategies and again performed the three trials of a weighted sled pushes followed by three trials of 18.2 meter sprints.

The dependent variables in this study were the weighted sled push and the 9.1 meter sprint. The weighted resistance sled used in this study was the Prowler. The Prowler is a commercially available resistance sled that has two sets of handles that enables the athlete to push the sled horizontally from either a low or high position. Fig. 1 demonstrates an athlete pushing the sled from the high (or vertical) handle position (example picture not exact load).

Each participant performed three maximal effort trials of the Prowler sled push (Fig. 1). The Prowler was loaded with Olympic weights such that the total combined weight was 91 kilograms (200 pounds Prowler plus weights). The loaded Prowler was vertical handle pushed [7] by the participants for a total of 9.1 meters in a direct linear path. The average of the three sprint trials was used for subsequent statistical analysis. The high reliability of the Prowler has been reported with an ICC = 0.93 [8].

The participants also performed three trials of an 18.2 meter sprint (20 yards) separated by 2-3 minutes. The average of the three sprint trials was used for subsequent statistical analysis. The test-retest reliability of short sprints has been reported to be r = 0.89-0.97 [9].

The Prowler and sprint trials were recorded with a hand held stop watch (100th second) and separated by a 2-3 minute rest period. The same researcher timed all of the trials. The trials were conducted on the team’s grass turfed practice field (dry & recently cut) and the participants wore their cleated footwear. The testing session was conducted in late November immediately following the football offseason. All of the participants had previous experience performing the Prowler sled push as well as sprint drills.

2.3 Statistical Analysis

The study used a repeated measures cross-over design with respect to the warmup strategies and the effects on the dependent variables. The dependent variables were compared between warmup conditions with a dependent t-test. Significance for these comparisons was set at α = 0.05 (one-tailed).

3. Results

Sixteen High School male football players participated in the study. The average age, height, and body mass of the participants is presented in Table 1. All of the participants completed the study procedures without incident.

The average of the three Prowler push trials and sprint trials was used for analysis (Table 2). There was a significant improvement in the Prowler push times (≈8.9%) following the PAP warmup P < 0.01. There was also a significant reduction in sprint times (≈1.5%) following the PAP warmup strategy P < 0.01.

Fig. 1 Prowler resistance sled (total mass 91 kilograms pushed for 9.1 meters).

Table 1 Participant descriptive information.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Age (years)</th>
<th>Height (cm)</th>
<th>Mass (kg)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>16.3 ± 1.1</td>
<td>177.2 ± 6.7</td>
<td>83.1 ± 18.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

High School Male Football players, N = 16 (mean ± sd).

Table 2 Trial time results.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Sled Push</th>
<th>Sprint</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dynamic</td>
<td>5.27 ± 0.90</td>
<td>3.24 ± 0.39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAP</td>
<td>4.80 ± 0.67*</td>
<td>3.19 ± 0.39*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prowler weighted sled push and sprint times in seconds (mean ± sd), * P < 0.01.
On an individual basis, 87.5% of the participants improved the Prowler push times, 6.25% demonstrated no change and 6.25% with a slower time. With regards to the sprint times, 75% of the participants improved, 6.25% with no change, and 18.75% with slower times.

4. Discussion

The purpose of this study was to determine the effects of a PAP warm-up strategy that used a high intensity BSQ set as a potentiating exercise on weighted resistance sled pushes (Prowler) and subsequent short sprint times. The results of this study suggest that the BSQ PAP warmup strategy was on average effective at increasing Prowler performance (≈8.9%). It was also determined that subsequent average 18.2 meter sprint times were reduced (1.5%).

The improvement in the Prowler and 18.2 meter sprint times as a result of the BSQ PAP warmup found in this study is consistent with prior studies which have demonstrated that a PAP warmup can significantly increase both upper and lower body power output [10-15]. Fourteen of the participants experienced an improvement in sled push times while the others experienced no change or a slower time as the result of the PAP warmup. Twelve of the participants also experienced reduced 18.2 meter sprint times, while one had no change and three had slower times. While the reduction in sprint time was small, it is worth noting that the participants did not get slower following the PAP warmup and Prowler push trials.

The training status of an athlete is the primary factor necessary for a PAP training strategy to be successful [16-19]. Further, the National Strength and Conditioning Association (NSCA) suggests that PAP protocols should be “reserved for resistance-trained power athletes with high relative strength” [2]. The participants in this study were High School male American football players between the ages of 14-18 years of age with at least 6 months of resistance training experience which included BSQs. Likewise, all of the participants performed sprint drills and sled pushes as part of their typical strength and conditioning exercises. With that said, the participants in this study clearly did not meet the NSCA’s PAP training status recommendations. Hence, prior training status and relative strength may have been partially responsible for some of the participants not experiencing any measureable potentiation as a result of the PAP BSQ protocol used in this study. In contrast, it appears that the training status and relative strength did not impede most of participants from experiencing a potentiating effect of the BSQ PAP. Albeit, the potentiating effect may have been even greater if the participants were more advanced in their resistance training status. Hence, the positive results of this study suggest that exploring PAP protocols in High School level athletes requires further investigation.

The success of a PAP protocol requires the determination of the optimal stimulus that allows for the coexistence (minimization) of fatigue while the muscles are in a potentiated state [20]. With that said, it is possible that the volume and/or intensity of the BSQ PAP warmup used in this study was too great, leading to a detrimental level of fatigue and hindering the performance of the sled pushes and sprint times. The BSQ PAP warmup volume used in this study could be easily modified by reducing the number of repetitions in the BSQ progression sets as well as reducing the culminating BSQ set to one or two repetitions at 85% of 1-RM.

Recovery time following the potentiating exercise has also been shown to be critical with regards to maximizing the outcomes of a PAP protocol where 3-12 minutes has been identified as ideal in well trained athletes [16, 18]. The current study used a rest period of 4 minutes, which based on our observations was appropriate (the participants appeared rested and ready to get started with the Prowler sled pushes). However, we feel that the rest period to be employed in a PAP protocol should be developed on an individual basis considering the training status of the athlete as well as how the individual feels on a certain day (sleep,
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It has been suggested that the potentiated period following a potentiating stimulus is between 2-20 minutes in elite athletes [16, 19]. In the current study, the sprint trials were conducted immediately following (2-3 minutes) the Prowler trials. Hence the total time frame that a potentiating affect could occur in this study was as follows: 4 minute rest period following the BSQ PAP, 2-3 minutes separating the three trials of Prowler pushes and sprint trials. Hence the participants completed all of the trials (Prowler and sprints) in a time frame ranging from 14-19 minutes. The results of this study indicated that there was a potentiating effect for the Prowler pushes as well as the sprints which occurred in the aforementioned time frame that is in agreement with that suggested by others [16, 19].

To explore the effectiveness of the BSQ PAP warmup, the average of three trials was used for statistical analysis. We felt that an average of multiple trials would likely represent the type of impact the PAP warmup might contribute to a game like situation where multiple plays occur. With that said, we also examined the best scores for the sled push and sprint times under both warmup conditions. The results indicated that the BSQ PAP warmup strategy was effective at decreasing Prowler push ($P < 0.05$) and 18.2 meter sprint times ($P < 0.05$), which agreed with the initial analysis using the average of the three trials.

The potentiating exercise selected for this study was the BSQ. We choose the BSQ for two primary reasons. Firstly, the BSQ has been used successfully in prior research as a potentiating exercise for increasing sprint speed [21]. Secondly, the BSQ is a closed chain, full body, multi-joint exercise known for its ability to place “controlled stress on the musculoskeletal system” [22]. In retrospect, it would be of interest to determine if using a deadlift (DL) could yield similar results. The DL uses similar muscle groups and posterior chain muscle recruitment patterns as the BSQ and would only require the use of an Olympic bar and weights, hence, eliminating the need for a squat rack.

As a point of interest, we also explored the relationship between the participants Prowler push and sprint times. A Pearson correlation coefficient PCC was used to compare sprint times with the Prowler times as corrected for participant body mass (Prowler push time/(sled mass/body mass)). The rational for this correction being that a lower body mass individual would be Prowler pushing a higher percentage of body mass load than a heavier individual. The PCC between the sprint and corrected Prowler push times was $r = 0.75$, which is considered high [23]. The coefficient of determination ($CD = r^2$) $CD = 0.56$ which indicates 56% of Prowler and sprint ability come from common factors [23]. In other words, a high percentage of physical attributes that contribute to the performance in Prowler push times also contribute to the performance in sprint times. Given that the Prowler push is a horizontal plane power output movement and that sprinting is a horizontal plane speed (velocity) movement, it is reasonable that a high relationship would exist as power is a function of velocity ($power = force \times velocity$) [22].

Coaches could use the information about the correlation between Prowler performance and sprint times to aid in developing strength and conditioning protocols. Specifically, if this correlation held true with a variety of athletes and lifters, it would suggest that improving either the Prowler or sprint times would improve the other at a proportional rate. In fact some research has been conducted that agrees with this notion where sled training has been used to improve sprinting ability [4, 5]. This relationship could greatly benefit coaches and athletes wanting to improve either Prowler push or sprint performance, both being attributes directly related to football playing ability.

This study demonstrated that a BSQ PAP can acutely enhance Prowler push and sprint times. Coaches might consider implementing a similar BSQ PAP warmup on a regular basis in training as it reasonable to expect that there would be chronic improvements in both Prowler push and sprint ability.
Finally, Coaches might also consider trying the PAP warmup used in this study to determine if an immediate result could be yielded on the playing field. Specifically, a team could use a PAP warmup prior to a game and then pay attention to the execution of those sprinting as well as those handling the blocking and/or rushing tasks. Receivers and running backs might be slightly faster, which can be the difference between making a break away play and/or potentially scoring. Likewise, passers or blockers controlling the line of scrimmage early can lead to big plays as well as setting the momentum for the game. While plays at the end of the game are often considered the most crucial, we contend that all plays count equally. Implementing a strategy that could help win the first 20 minutes of the game could set the atmosphere for the entire game. Likewise, could a second PAP warmup be conducted just prior to the second half starting?

5. Conclusions

Within the parameters of this study it is concluded that: using a PAP BSQ warmup is a viable way to improve resistive weighted sled pushes and subsequent sprint times; further, PAP protocols should not be reserved for advanced resistance-trained athletes with very high relative strength.
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